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Abstract—Misalignment of the camera, some jerk during
capture is natural that results some tilt or geometric
transformed photo. The accurate recognition on these
misaligned facial images is one of the biggest challenges
in real time systems. In this paper, a fuzzy enabled multiparameter based model is presented, which is applied to
individual blocks to assign block weights. At first, the
model has divided the image into square segments of
fixed size. Each segmented division is analyzed under
directional, structural and texture features. Fuzzy rule is
applied on the obtained quantized values for each
segment and to assign weights to each segment. While
performing the recognition process, each weighted block
is compared with all weighted-feature blocks of training
set. A weight-ratio to exactly map and one-to-all map
methods are assigned to identify overall matching
accuracy. The work is applied on FERET and LFW
datasets with rotational, translational and skewed
transformation. The comparative observations are taken
against KPCA and ICA methods. The proportionate
transformation specific observations show that the model
has improved the accuracy up to 30% for rotational and
skewed transformation and in case of translation the
improvement is up to 11%.
Index Terms—Transformation Invariant, Misaligned,
Rotational, Structural, Block Featured.

cannot be considered as critical challenges. However,
even then available recognition systems are not much
capable to offer effective solutions. As the intensity of
these variations increases as well as more than one
mutation occurs, the recognition system lacks to provide
exact answers. In this paper, featured weighted method is
provided to get the solution against these familiar
problems under high and multiple critical vectors. Some
of the common problems and the relative high impact on
recognition rate are shown in figure 1.
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Fig.1. Common Problems and Critical Challenges to Face Recognition

I. INTRODUCTION
Facial photo capturing cannot be brought within the
bounds of standardized constraints. Different mutations in
distinctive capturing instances can be identified as of
environment change, lighting variation, camera device
and the photographer himself. Today, that many facial
feature processing methods are present so that these
variations are considered as common analytic vectors and
Copyright © 2018 MECS

To offer the effective recognition against defined
complexities in figure 1, the foremost approach adopted
by different researchers is to normalize the image during
preprocessing stage. The earlier contribution of
researchers signifies that multiple solutions are utilized
before the feature extraction phase to achieve accurate
recognition. The reliability of these methods depends on
the prior estimation applied on available imageset. These
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variations are separated in terms of electrostatic and
dynamic evaluation methods based on which relative
adjustments can be applied on facial image. Static
variable aspects such as firmness, size and format can be
normalized without any algorithmic evaluations.
Dynamic varying aspects with multiple perspectives are
taken in these ratings so that the normalization in terms of
camera focusing, positional aspect, resolution, scaling
vectors will be gained. One time the evaluation phase is
completed; multi-mode operations are to be taken for the
changeover of images relative to multi-aspect variations.
Merely, as per complexities, the individual method or
operations are not sufficient to reach a substantial
consequence. In this paper, a feature based aspect
modelling method during is provided for improving the
facial recognition against multi-mode variations.
The scope of face recognition is also identified for
many real time applications[20] other than facial
recognitions. Face expression [24] classification,
individual identification of group [29] [25], gender
identification, age-estimation are the most common
application worked by the researchers in recent years.
These applications are having the challenges of
occlusion[25][26], illumination[19][21][26] variance,
contrast[27] unbalancing, head or pose[28] precise
variations, etc. The researchers have provided numerous
algorithms to rectify the images against these challenges
or to extract the variant robust features so that the
accuracy of face recognition can be improved in
existence of these challenges. The facial region[29]
extraction, noise rectification, color, contrast and
alignment specific adjustments were integrated in
preprocessing stage to transform the facial image to
normalized form[26][27][28][29]. Various statistical [24],
textural [20][21][25] and other variance robust feature
descriptors were applied by the researchers to represent
the face with reduced and effective dimensions. At the
final stage, the classification algorithms are applied to the
extracted features to recognize the face accurately in real
environment.
In this paper, a fuzzy rule based multi-aspect block
feature mapping framework is presented to achieve high
recognition rates. In this part, the common facial
extraction problem and relatively complexities in the
recognition process are discussed. In section II, the earlier
work provided by different researchers is explained. In
section III, the proposed framework is designed along
with relative process stage algorithms. In section IV, the
experimentations applied to different data sets and
comparative evaluations are presented. In section V, the
conclusion of the work is presented.

II. RELATED WORK
Different researchers already identified different
research results against various problems in facial
identification. These problems are distinguished as the
deviation between the learned database images and the
captured real time pictures. Light [1] difference, phase
difference, positional difference, head movement
Copyright © 2018 MECS

differences are some of common troubles that can be
made out easily while capturing the facial images. Some
of the researchers offered the resolution to the
illumination problem during the preprocessing stage as
easily as during feature generation stage. A selective
feature extraction [1] method is offered by the author to
compensate the illumination feature and discarding the
future impact on the picture. An intensity difference [3]
based feature selection method is likewise assumed by
the researcher. Age difference [2] [7] [11] is also
common problem when the facial images are captured in
two different instances with larger time gaps. The relative
feature patterns are picked out to capture the strengthen
features from facial pictures. To furnish the most accurate
recognition it is involved to minimize the deviation
between the captured image and the reconstructed image.
Different standards, including MSE are considered to
analysis of these differences and applied some
transformation [4] [6] to belittle the conflicts. An
expression and illumination invariant [9] face recognition
method is offered by the author [5] using Fisher map,
Linear Discriminant Analysis and Eigen space mapping.
Author applied this work on multiple databases and
achieved the higher accuracy near 100%. Author [8]
employs the same engine feature space to reach the
recognition in case of pose difference. Some other feature
vectors applied by different researchers for improving the
recognition accuracy in case of multiple feature
difference parameters includes DCT, Nearest Neighbor
Discriminant Analysis[10], LBP[12], Gabor Filter[13],
textural feature[18] etc. These features are used
individually or collectively for improving the recognition
accuracy in case of head movement[14], pose
variation[15], illumination[16][17] variant, age variation
etc. In this paper, a aspect variant analysis is presented by
using the static and dynamic equalization along with
multiple featured analysis. The model and the algorithmic
approach presented in this work is described in the next
sections along with experimentation.
In the recent years, researchers have provided the face
normalization, feature extraction and recognition methods
to improve the accuracy of face recognition against realtime appearance level challenges[20]. Javed et al.[19] has
applied the mathematical filters to normalize the image
projection variance of facial images. The correlation
filters and weight matrix processed PCA (Principal
Component Analysis) was applied to improve the
performance of face recognition system. Different forms
of Local Binary Pattern (LBP)[21] were used as the facetextural descriptor to improve the performance for noise
and illumination sensitive facial images. SURF (Speeded
up Robust Features)[22] is the local feature descriptor
used with LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) to
outperform the face recognition in existence of
illumination and pose variations. The non-linear mapping
with kernel extreme learning machine (KELM) was
proposed by Goel et al.[23] to handle the pose variations.
The transformation of the image in occlusion and
illumination ineffective signal [26] forms to improve the
robustness of facial recognition. The ring[27]
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segmentation method was applied to take dynamic and
feature adaptive decision to handle the contrast issue in
facial recognition. Deng et al.[30] has provided a work on
lighting aware face recovery and descriptor using fiducial
landmarks. The sophisticated frontalization techniques
processed symmetric features were used by the author to
outperform the deep learning method under varying pose
and lighting. The drastic change in query image can occur
in real time because of expression[31] or emotion
variations. Author used the contourlet transformation to
exhibit the directionality and anisotropy properties. The
feature fusion method was applied by the author to
achieve expression invariant face recognition.
Interpolation based directional wavelet transform (DIWT)
and local binary pattern (LBP) were utilized collectively
by Muqeet et al.[32] extract pose and expression robust
features. The directional assessment method with
quadtree partitioning identified the effective local regions
that improved the efficiency of face recognition.

III. PROPOSED MODEL
Real time face image capturing in complex
environments can involve more than one variation in
geometric and feature perspectives. In this segment, a
fuzzy based multi-featured block adaptive weight
assignment model is shown to improve the identification
under these common problems with critical impact. The
proposed model is based on feature analytical evaluation
under multiple parameters to identify the invariant
adaptive structural analysis. This fuzzy based aggregator
featured model is depicted in figure 2.
Here figure 2 is showing that the mannequin will be
processed on facial database captured in a normalized
environment, whereas the input image can be a real time
misaligned image. The complete study is separated into
four major stages applied in parallel to both real time
images as well as on database images. The beginning
stage is here defined to apply equalized squared block
segmentation over the pictures. Once the blocks are
divided, each block is under content and structural
aspects and represented by three different features. In the
following stage, the featured values are qualified under
fuzzy operators and represented as the block score. These
characteristics are also combined using fuzzy operators to
complete block cost. Apiece of the interior and outer
blocks are transformed to featured numerals. At the last
level, the score of the input image is mapped to each of
database images to discern the most mapped images.
Each of the integrated work stage is explained in this
division.
3.1 Squared Block Segmentation
To give the fuzzy adaptive featured mapping to cover
the invariance in capturing images, it is required to first
split the picture into smaller sections. A static
segmentation process method is recorded here to split the
image in outer and interior blocks. For static process, the
image is transformed to a normalized size of 256x256.
This normalized image is split into smaller blocks of 8x8
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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which are considered as outer blocks. Each of the outer
block is later on divided in 3x3 inner blocks as described
in figure 3. Today the feature extraction procedure is
applied and quantified using fuzzy operators which are
explicated in the following subsections.

Misaligned Input
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Face
Image
DB

Squared Segmentation
Resize to Squared Image 256x256
Divide Image to 8x8 Square Blocks
Divide Each Block to 3x3 Squares
Block Feature Extraction
Symmetric Uncertainty (Su)
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Fuzzy based Individual Feature Score
Evaluation
Apply Fuzzy Operators for Block Score
Evaluation
Aggregative Outer Block Cost Assignment
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Wider Block Score Map
Smaller Block Score Map
Weighted Aggregative Scoring
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Fig.2. Fuzzy Aggregative Multi-Featured Model
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Fig.3. Squared Block Segmentation

3.2 Block Feature Extraction
After generating the block segments, the following
work is to transform these blocks in quantifying featured
form. In this study, three features are needed to evaluate
the blocks. These features are able to characterize the
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 3, 1-8
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structure and the contents. In this section derivation
applied to generate these features are researched. Let the
particular segment block (SB) is assessed under three
features. N is the size of the cube and the extracted
features includes Symmetric Uncertainty (Su), Content
Strength (Cs) and Content Complexity (Cc).
3.2.1

Symmetric uncertainty (Su)

The discrete structural observation relative to the
intensity difference analysis is used to analyze the
symmetric uncertainty. To generate this, at first the
mutual intensity (Mi) variation based observations are led
and represented by equations (1)
Mi(SB)=− ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑆𝐵(𝑖) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑆𝐵(𝑖))

(1)

Once the block information is derived, it is required to
observe the relational discrete characterization so that the
mutual information analysis and content gain observation
will be obtained. The block observation is here applied
relative to the surrounding blocks. Let SBX is the current
block which is being observed relative to the surrounding
block SBY. Here SBY will represent each of the
neighbours segments. The relational symmetric
information carried here is given by equation (2)
Mi(SBX|SBY)=Mi(SBX)+Mi(SBY)-Mi(Abs(SBX-SBY))
(2)
Before analyzing the symmetric correlation
observation, it is also postulated to get the frequency map
so that the weight function fulfilment to the individual
block will be broken down. This frequency map (Fm) for
the block section is presented in equation (3)
Fm(SB)=

∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑆𝐵)−𝑆𝐵(𝑖))

(3)

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑆𝐵)

Here the content intensity gain relative to mean value
and the maximum intensity observation is derived. As the
final information, the uncertainty equation for the cube is
shown in equation (4)
Su(SB,SBY) = 2 (

𝑀𝑖(𝑆𝐵)+𝑀𝑖(𝑆𝐵𝑌)−𝑀𝑖(𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐵𝑌)
𝑀𝑖(𝑆𝐵)∗𝑆𝐵(𝑆𝐵𝑌)

)𝑥

𝐹𝑚(𝑆𝐵)
𝐹𝑚(𝑆𝐵𝑌)

(4)

Here SB is representing the current evaluated block
and SBY is the neighbourhood block respective to which
the symmetric observations are applied. This function is
applied to generate the symmetric structure of the
individual segmented block and used as the prior block
feature.
3.2.2

Content Strength (Cs)

To obtain the individual content evaluation, the
intensity and energy level analysis is applied. The
intensity observation is based on local extrema along with
directional scan method. The intensity count analysis
with subsequent pixel map is applied to select the
featured points. The textural information is decomposed
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along with detained pixel observation. The content
strength (Cs) is shown in equation (5)
Cs(SB)=

𝑁
2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1(𝑆𝐵(𝑖)−𝑆𝐵(𝑗))(𝑖−𝑗)

∈ + ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑆𝐵(𝑖)

(5)

The regression observation with frequency domain
analysis with scaling vector is analyzed. Each of the pixel
values is analyzed with relative dimension described with
surrounding pixels, so that computation relative the
intensity vector will be obtained. The higher the pixel
strength more adaptive the difference value will be
obtained. This intensity observation is derived in ratio
form so that the intensity difference based aspect
observation can be obtained.
3.2.3

Content Complexity (Cc)

Another content parameter along with the distance
level weight function is considered as the content
complexity vector. Here the unified manifold estimation
is applied to directional aspects. The radial analysis
within the block under angular variation is taken. The
content descriptor is able to provide the robustness
against the pose, head movement and the positional
difference parameters. The connection along with
projection is taken from the each arbitrary point with
cooperative specification. The featured characterization is
shown in equation (6)
𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑆𝐵𝑟 −𝑆𝐵𝑟 )𝑟

∅2
𝑟
𝑟
𝑟
𝑟
Cc(SB)=|𝑆𝐵∅1
− 𝑆𝐵∅2
| x (𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑆𝐵∅1
) x(d(|𝑆𝐵∅1
− 𝑆𝐵∅2
|)
𝑟
−𝑆𝐵𝑟 )𝑟
∅1

∅2

(6)
Here, r is the radial coverage within the block
θ1 and θ2 are the two directional instance based on
with actual feature estimation is done
This characterization is based on the minimum and
maximum intensity difference observations so that more
accurate feature generation and extraction is obtained.
The directional aspect inclusion provides more realistic
observation so that that the intensity derivation can be
considered as the transformed featured value.
After obtaining each of the featured value for each
innermost block is obtained, the next work is to transform
these values in the form of block scoring. This scoring is
described in the next subsection.
3.3 Score Evaluation
After generating the aggregative featured estimation
under all three parameters described in the previous
section, the next work is presented in the parameter
values through some significant measures. Here, the
fuzzy interference system (FIS) is implemented in this
block score evaluation. This FIS accepted the generated
featured payload as input and transformed it to some
normalized quantitative value based on the acceptable
existence or absence of particular feature. The fuzzifier is
applied on all three features and represent them an
individual bits. All three vectors, generated a three bit
code which itself generated a specific number between 0
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 3, 1-8
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and 7 to represent the score of the inner block as shown
in table 1.

5

during the recognition process. This recognition process
modelling is described in detail in the next subsection.
3.4 Face Recognition

Table 1.Fis Based Block Score Evaluation
Symmetric
uncertainty
(Su)

Content
Strength
(Cs)

Content
Complexity
(Cc)

Score
𝑺𝒖𝑪𝒔𝑪𝒄

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

LOW
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
LOW
HIGH
HIGH

HIGH
LOW
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
LOW

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

After evaluating the fuzzy assisted scoring for both
inner and outer blocks, the next work is apply this scoring
map to input image as well as one-by-one for each of
database images. A block similarity map and similarity
count is identified for inner blocks, outer blocks and
combined weighted blocks. Some rules based limits are
applied to generate this mapping scores and the
maximum mapped database image is considered as the
result image. The recognition algorithm obtained from
the work is shown in table 2.
Table 2.Recognition Algorithm

After applying the fuzzification on individual feature
and converting them to HIGH and LOW aspects, the
work is to apply the fuzzy operators to generate the block
score as shown in table 1. The outer block is having here
9 inner blocks each of which is having the score values
between 0 and 7. It resembled that the total scoring of the
outer block is between 0 & 63. This outer block scoring is
transformed into fuzzy input value. This fuzzy
transformed value by dividing this scored value by
maximum possible score value. This evaluation is shown
by the equation (7)
OuterBVal=

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑖)
49

(7)

Here, N is the number of inner blocks
49 is the maximum scored value of all inner blocks
Equation (7) will convert this value between 0 and 1
which is finally taken by the fuzzification process as
input. This fuzzy rule applied at this stage is shown here
below
1, 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 > 𝑎
0, 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 < 𝑏
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ(𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙) = {(𝑎 − 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙)
, 𝑏 ≤ 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝑎
(𝑏 − 𝑎)

Where a=.8 And b=.3
1, 𝑏 ≤ 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝑐
0, 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 > 𝑎 𝑜𝑟 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 < 𝑑
(𝑏 − 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙)
, 𝑑 ≤ 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝑏
𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚(𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙) =
(𝑏 − 𝑑)
(𝑎 − 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙)
, 𝑐 ≤ 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝑎
{
(𝑎 − 𝑐)

Where a=.8, d=.2, b=.4 and c=.7
1, 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 < 𝑏
0, 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 > 𝑎
𝐿𝑜𝑤(𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙) = {(𝑎 − 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙)
, 𝑏 ≤ 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑉𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝑎
(𝑏 − 𝑎)

Where a=.8 and b=.3
Generating the fuzzy formed, converted values for
outer blocks, the final work is to adopt these values

Copyright © 2018 MECS

Algorithm(RealTimeInputFace, FaceDB)
/*RealTimeInputFace is the actual captured face with multiple
differences in terms of position, size, contrast, etc. faced is the
constraint captured facial datanase*/
{
1.
SBlocks=SquaredSegmentation(RealTimeInptFace)
2.
FBlocks=GenerateFeatures(SBlocks)
3.
[InnerBScore OuterBScores]=ScoreEvaluation(FBlocks)
4.
For i=1 to FaceDB.Length
/*Process each DBImage*/
{
5.
DbImg=FaceDB(i)
6.
SBlocks=SquaredSegmentation(DbImg)
7.
FBlocks=GenerateFeatures(SBlocks)
8.
[DInnerBScore DOuterBScores]=ScoreEvaluation(FBlocks)
/*Generate Scores for db image*/
9.
For j=1 to InnerBScore.Length
/*Analyze Inner Block Scores*/
{
10.
For k=1 to DInnserBScore.Length
{
11.
if(DInnsrBScore(k).Status=NotMapped)
{
12.
if(DInnsrBScore(k)= InnerBScore(j))
{
13.
InnerCount++
DInnerBScore(k).Status=Mapped
}
}
}
}
14.
For j=1 to OuterBScores.Length
/*Process Outer Blocks*/
{
15.
For k=1 to DOuterBScores.Length
{
16.
if(DOuterBScores(k).Status=NotMapped)
{
17.
if(DOuterBScores(k)=High And OuterBScores(k)=High)
{
18..
OuterCount=OuterCount+3
DOuterBScores(k).Status=Mapped
}
19.
Else
if(DOuterBScores(k)=Medium
and
OuterBScores(k)=Medimum)
{
20.
OuterCount=OuterCount+2
DOuterBScores(k).Status=Mapped
}
21.
Else if(DOuterBScores(k)=Low And OuterBScores(k)=Low)
{
22.
OuterCount=OuterCount+1
DOuterBScores(k).Status=Mapped
}
}

I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 3, 1-8
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23.

}
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34

35
}
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}
}
MapCount.InnerCount(i)= InnerCount
MapCount.OuterCount(i)= OuterCount
}
[index1 scorecount1]=MaxMatchIndex(OuterScoring)
[Index2 scorecount2]=MaxMatchIndex(InnerScoring)
/*Based on Individual Scoring Map the image*/
if(index1=index2)
{
matchedIndex=index1
}
Elseif(scorecount1> Thresh1 and scorecount2>Thresh2)
{
matchedIndex=max(scorecount1,scorecount2)
}
Elseif(scorecount1> Thresh1)
{
matchedIndex=index1
}
Elseif(scorecount2> Thresh2)
{
matchedIndex=index2
}
Else
{
matchedIndex=AssignWeights(scorecount1,
weight1,scorecount2,weight2)
}
Return matchedIndex

perform the analysis three different training and testing
sets are formed with 30 test images and 200 training
images. The test images are taken with five different
variation aspects including illumination, position, rotation,
expression and skewness. The recognition rate analysis is
here in comparison of KPCA(Kernel Principal
Component Analysis) and ICA(Independent Component
Analysis). The proposed model is also applied on the
same sample and taken an average recognition rate of
multiple sampleset processing. The comparative
recognition rate observations are shown in figure (4) and
figure (5)
Recognition Rate Analysis (FERET Dataset)

100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

KPCA

The algorithm defined in table 2 shows the complete
model implementation applied to rough captured image
and the normalized DB image in the recognition process.
At the earlier stage, both db image and input images are
transformed to blocks and the feature extraction under
three defined parameters is done which are discussed
earlier. Two level fuzzy are applied to generate the
scoring for inner and outer blocks. Once the blocks are
identified, each block of the input image is compared
with every block of database image. This mapping is
significant to achieve the robustness against multiple
featured and structural variations. This mapping is
captured in terms of block count for both inner and outer
blocks. This block counting is stored for each database
image. As the map count of all images is obtained, the
maximum mapped count and index is taken and different
mapping rules are applied to perform the recognition.
This block frequency map based recognition process
model is applied to different datasets which are discussed
in the next section.

ICA

Proposed

Fig.4. Recognition Rate Analysis (FERET Dataset)

Here figure 4 is showing the recognition rate analysis
under different variations. Here x axis showing the
variations and y axis showing the recognition rate. The
results show that the proposed model is effective in case
of all forms of variations. The maximum improvement
achieved is in case of skewed variation for FERET
database.

100.00%

Recognition Rate Analysis (LFW Dataset)

80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

IV. EXPERIMENTATION
To prove the effectiveness of work, two of the most
appropriate data set that are having descriptive variations
in facial images are taken called FERET(The Facial
Recognition Technology) and LFW(Labeled Faces in the
Wild). FERET database is having 3737 images of both
male and females with expression variation, pose
variation, head moment etc. LFW is a wider database
with 13233 instances of different people with poses,
expression, phase and camera position variations. To
Copyright © 2018 MECS

KPCA

ICA

Proposed

Fig.5. Recognition Rate Analysis (LFW Dataset)

Figure 5 shows the recognition rate observations in
LFW database. The figure showing the highest
recognition improvement is achieved for translation
variation and least improvement is identified in case of
expression variation.
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The comparative results resemble that the proposed
method has provided the significant improvement in case
of all the problem cases.

[11]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multi-featured fuzzy based block
featured method is presented. The model used three
features to present structural and the content information.
Two-level fuzzy method is applied to evaluate the scoring
for facial blocks segments. The robust block mapping and
frequency count method is applied to perform the
recognition. The analysis is taken for FERET and LFW
datasets for five different variation aspects. The
comparative observation against KPCA and ICA methods
shows that the proposed model provided the significant
improvement in recognition rate.

[12]

[13]
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